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The Education Store - Educational Materials by Department MidWest Plan Service - MWPS offers publications and textbooks for the agriculture community. Written and reviewed by experts. Unbiased information.
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Cattle farming is filled with opportunities, from dairy and beef to selling calves for shows at local fairs. To start a new farm, you need a business plan, a plot of land, and start-up money. Build all of the... If you wrote a business plan, you will know how much money you have available to get land and supply your farm. Borrow responsibly from people you know, lenders, or banks.[8]. Speak with agricultural and small business organizations. Cattle farms are everywhere in the U.S. The Midwest and Texas are famous for them. You can find success anywhere across the plains, all the way to California. The most suitable climates are generally found in the plains regions, such as Texas, Nebraska, California, and Oklahoma.